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THE7'COMPUTER-AS7-A-TOOr-FOR THE INVENTION STAGE, OF WRITING

I.

K.:James_Stricklan

.1.

. 7

With the advent of inexpensive per'sonal microcomputers,
,

many school systems ,and colleges are acquiringcomputetliardWare

.end software at a rate reminiscent of the acquistion of science

equipment in: the Sputnik-inspired clamot for "science in the
4

schdols." Unfortunately, much of the computer's use has been

'relegated to eliciting 1 wer order responses from users: matchihg

multiple-Aoice or fill-in-the-blank answers. In compdsition

instruction , CAI his been used for those areas most suited to

lower order elicitations: grammar and spelling drills. The

"thinking-machines" are being employed as nothing more than

"electronic workbooks" (Selfe, 1903). Obviously, such

instructlionT-I0iCn skills necessary in.the later

editing stages of composition bpt roften inhibiting \n the earlier
.

. generating stages (Rose, 1960) .; fa 'removed from our present
, -

understanding of the composing06pcess (Flowe & Hayes, 1981).

. Theuse of CAI in the important.pre-writing;stage, the.planning

or-generq,ting stage, has largely been igndred. Computers hame
4

the potential for guiding the writer in this pre-Writing stage by
*-

executing heuristic strategies prOgrammed to respond to

'writer-generated cdntent. Burns (1979) demonstrated the

potential of CAI,in-pre-writing, but he did not evaluate actual

writing by the subjects. I. am presently-involved in a study
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attempting to evaluate the writing produced after the use of

heuristilestraegies taught by ei6her computer-assisted

instruction (CA) or traditianA4 instruction to aetermine he _

interaction between type of heuristic strategly, systematic or

_unsystematic, and mode of instruction.

As many of you know, a heuristic is a problem-solvin
-

strategy employed to aid a writer in exploring a topic under
q4

.

consideration. It is distinguished from the othr'

4oblem-solving strategy, the algorithM, a,r6le.of algebraic
. e

pe.eciSion, yielding a correct answer henever applif

Beuristics are thought of as ru

always yield successful 'an wers.

s.of thumb which often

,.The distinction which I am maintaining between, neuristioN

types is taken fromNancy Rabianski's dissertation at the State

Uniersity .of New York at' Buffalo (1979) . Rabianski claimed, "Of'

ut not

the various, [heuristic].procedures there are two

. ..that .appear to be- potentially effective, yet they4,

differ distinctly in-structure. One procedure, . . .the tagmemic,

heuristic procedure,.provides a student niter ;with a systematic

approach to a writing task. Before beginning a. 'draft, the writer__

must design and answer relevant questions based'upon a set (4 (

probes. In contrast, the other, Elbow's.free writing procedure,

requires the writer to approach a writing task in a relatively

unsystematic way y continuously writing whatever roaevant Ideas

and/or digressio s are. brought ta mind by the topic" (pp. 2-3).
a

SysteMatic heuristics are. characterized by the positing
-,.

of a number of_relevant questions asked as probes to examine.a



topic. The-ttireqmq-it popular systematic heuristics cited by

lachard. Young (1976) Are the tagmemic'heuristic of Richard Young,

Becker"and Kenneth Pike (1970), tbe loptoi of Aristotle, and
.

.

thePentad of. Kenneth Burke 1945).. Interestingly, aside from

the°tagmemic of Young, Beaker and Pike, the other two popular .

heuristics are most Often used in forms adapted,from their

original sources: the topoi are reformulated in Richard Larson's

(1968) heuristic series of questions, d the'Pentad is really

William Irmscher's (1970) appliCation of fit' for his Holt Guide to

English.

U stematic heuristi.cs are characterized by the

free-assocition exploration of_a topic.. Rather than posing a

t of pre7determined questions, this he ristic relies on the

chain of associations in the memory of t to retrieve

information about a topic. Two unsystematic heuristies 'are

free7writing popularized by Peter Elbow (1973) ant Ken Macrorie

(1g7-0), and journal "keeping, advanced by Gordon Rohman-(1964) and
c

,James Moffet (1968) .

Research on the Effectiveness of Heuristic Strategies

Following. Richard Young's (1..978), call for studies of the

comparative effectivenessof the four major theories of

I rhetorical invention,othere have been only two comparing what I

have been calling syStematic,and unsystematic heuristics, both

done at Indiana University of Pennsylvania; ancl one comparing all

four types bf invention; done at the University of Texas at

4.



Susan Nugent (1980 compared. an Odell (1976) heuristic,

a variation on the tagmemic 'systematic procedure, with a

Rohman-Wlecke (1965) pre-writing procedure, comparable to. Elbow's

later development of free writing. Nugent found thai the Odell

heuristic seemed to receive a higher 1;quality of,writinq" rankin

over the-Rohman heuristic, while the Rohman heuristic seemed

especially strong in engaging all thirty types of cognitive

processes in writers as Measured on.the Guilford (1962) matrix.

The, Odell heuristic-seemed insensitive 'o certain cognitive

processes such as analogy creating; And so, the analogy

ccimpopent haslbeen added to the systematic heuristiq used in my.'

study (Hartwell, 1982).

In the other- study; done by William Dutch (1980), a

student-generated heuristic was compared with a Larson-generated

'heuristic. .As'Mentioned earlier, the Larsdp heuristic is an -

application Of the Aristotelian topoi into an extremdS, detailed

question'format, qualifying it for ConsideratiOn as a systematic'

heuristic. The student-generaed heurntic was individually

created byeach student by'trying to abstract questions from each

preceding paper-for use as the basis for writing future papers:

Although somewhat systematic, the'idiosyncratic nature of each,

heuristic makes it far more unsystematic, in the: sense used here,

Student-generated, heuristics'seem to rely, for the'most- part, on

a free association generated in each writer's mind. Leibowicz

(1983)°guesses that "given the nature of thecomposind process

teachers,and the way that studentS learn,-from eachers, stddent-generataid



heuristics may be 'More effectiyethan either reddy-made
44.

. .

teacheroreated---onee-2(-p:12-1). And-yet,.Dutch,fodh-CEhat the.

students'given the. Larson heuristic did better, rated on-a

Diederich (1974) type Analytic SCale measuring ideas and

mechan,icS,)than thpsewhoused their own self-generated

heuristics. This finding ,would seem to confirm what. we know= of

the%cognifive processes of writers: good writers might be able to
. .

construct a .self-generated heuristic and continue to write well,
-

biat or writers are noton.ly-unable to write-well but are also

Unable to-construct what planning scheme would be helpful for
.

writing (see, fOr'-ekample,Alower_S.,Hayes, 1.980; .ftse,,,,.1980).4

The third study, done by,Hugh' Burns (1979.),set out to

compare the effectiveness .of three of the .four schools of

`invention: tagmemic heuristics, the topcil and
/
the-Perit4d.

However, the natUre.of thecontrol-group was such. that it would

qualji.fy as the fourth schoor,tthe Rre-Writing School. , As a

result, Burns- study compares all four types. The study. was

conducted with the aid of cvmputer progiams and
,so

will more
,1)

. .

properly be addressed in the section below dealing with the issue

of cOmputers.and heuristia.strategies.

Computers and Instruction

There are Many benefits citedfior the use of CAI:

individualization, self-paced -learning, immediate feedback for

re 'learner, activelearning, a reduction in learning time,'

patient and tireleSS instruction, thC;ossibility.of simulatia,



and the presentation-of the learner's collective performance

plotted Over against peer performance. ,However ,/some

authorities-are now objecting tocthe:typeS ofpsof.tware'marketed

for educators as a 'misuse of the instructional medium (Montague,

1987,7. heiblian, 1982). These researchers point out ,the number of

'expeO.ments. tha.t:haVe:cOncludd by nding "no significant
.- , ,

difference between CAI- and scme other instructional And

William Montague makes the point that "in most existing

computer - assisted. instruction (cra) , te:.natarekof/Ole

instruction would not actually require e-a computer' (P.

`finds that the computer's capabilities foi interactive task

iimulation aie ynderused, and M. D. Leiblum'agrees that this

unique feature of CAI. is ,what is most'overlooked'and

underestimated Montague 'further -objeCts that.the tacit

compulsion felt by inexPeriencedArrid'neive:educatiors to\prOqram
.

j

o

insttAlctionand tests in text forms compounds the learning
_

problems for ;many tasks. I fact, a. .number of articles abpearing
,

", \:,

in educational. journals adVise those.authotinginstructiona

programs to consider the look of the screen and its unique
. .

/
1

, I
: . .

features rathet than to inerelY_repr_oduce_e_hlook _of_..text on. the-.
i

..
\

screen (ElliOtt, Gillette.vBran'dt,"1982; Hartman; 1982; Bourque,

1983). Wflie most agree that comPuters, will have a profound

Impact on educationand\instructioni many are still'uriSure'of he

form CAI will finally take,
, . :

Most' of the articles written about computert.ind

instruction. make some attemOiT,to categorizeepes Of uses-to
, -

which computers Can be employed. The most general classification

ow,



makescJthe distinction between-learning about microcomputers 'and

learning with microcomputers, including

applicattons of both types of lea_ iningAMiller-,-1983)--. Learning

with computers, i is case, means an altesnativemethod ok-

.presentIngi--reviewing,_and/pr testing traditional-course
.

rnaferial; The literatuie specificallylinking computers with

,writing instruction points out-that "to date,! English- instructors

-haye utilized microcompute'rs'priMarily for-teaching -repetitive

tasks--drill work in grampar,punctdaticn, spelling and
.

Vocabulary" (Hocking & Visniesky, 1983, p. 218). This..

application; foupd in popular systems such as PLATO. and TICCIT,

seems in line with what Youhg (1978) characterized as current

traditional rhetoriC, which focuses attention "the composed

product rather than the composin-vprocess," _paying specific

attention to "the analysis of discourse into words, sentences,
V

and paragraphs," correctness of usage, and appropriateness of

style, often measured only by readability (p. 31).

Beyond this simple distinction, most research (Jaycox, 19794*.

Leibowicz, 1982; Martin, 19821 Schwartz, 1982b; Wresch, 1983)

cite four major trees of interactive CAI:

(1) 'drill and practice-- essentially programs which

.function as an electronic workbooks, arranged to calculate the

performance as well as .the difficulty of the'problem given the

user.

(2) tutorial--a step beyond drill and practice; the

programs can actually direct:the presentation in responselto the
,

student: performance. This sophistication .is achieyed by the

f
1



use of structures: the 'program.

(3) text editor - -in this .capacity the-computer programs

Lfunction-as=an-dditor, often relying on readability formulas and

'spelling lexicons. Of course, a text-editor cannot judge

ComprehensiKeness,.persuasiveness, or other,higher-order

COcerns.

(A)-dialogue systems--prpgrams which seem to engage the_"
.

/user in human interaction throUgh-en§ovraging remarkisr

/ noncomMItallphrases and programmed questi'ons This fourth
.

-

category,variously named "simrlatIon" by Martin and by SChwartz,

"feedback" by Jaycox, a d "dialogue system" by Wresch after
.

Atkinson asks the user fok active participation, cledt-ly'the

most important feature of computervassisted instruction.

The 'dialogue type of CAI involves the computer and the

user reacting to each other,3Muph like the structure of human'

Oiaaogue, whereas the other types are more mechanical: drill and

Oactice-programs-only-,evaluating the correctness of the responsei

and prodeed in a linear fashion, and tutorials only branching to::

different levels. based on the.response .given; and:the text-editor

only correcting text generated on, the. computer. I would now like

to discuss the application of the dialOgue system of CAI to

"rhetorical theory, specifically: concrning the pre-wiiting stage

of the composing process,:invention.

Computers and Heuristics
,



'In .the-area of writing
7

UttiOn7 'Cynthia---Selte=(.1-983:) 7--

feels. CAI must address the Larger issues of writing, become

process-centered, an- involve active writing rather than choosing

multiple-choice Oelections.' Selfe Vould.agree that CAI must move
)

beyond the limited concerns of_the current-traditional rhetoric.'
O

The lack ofCOmmerbially-prepared'sOftware packages

-which deal with rhetorical invention is confirmed by a check of

the Index to Computer -Based LearninglWang,.1981) or:any
1/4

computer/educition fOurxIal, such as Electronic Education or The.

Computing. Teacher:.;-Hugh. Bur'ns' (1979) T0P0I and ,TACIprOgraMs,
-

which he-used it his study; are available_from.him for main-frame

computers but notfor microcomputers; Cynthia Selfe.(1983) 1.0

.Y-
.woHcing on a compOsincyprogram-VORDSWORTH fI, whiCh includes a

alanninig component; Helen SchwartZ (1983) is currentlYengaged in

striking a text/computer software deal, with a commercial

publisher for her SEEN (Seeing Eye. Elephant Networky program.

° But, viththese exceptiona, there is nothing.availablefotready_
4

classroom use. The reason is that there haa:..been very little.

research done' concerning the application of CAI to rhetorical

invention.

One of theearliest applications of CAI to rhetorica/

with Ellen Nold's "Fear and tremblidg: the

(1975) , which inclUded a_samPle

invention came

humanist approaches the computer"

heuristic. Nod pointed out that ComOuter.prOgrams'ean;Call
- . _

forth Creativity becaUse they provide" a-patientnon7thceatening,

and prOvocative environment and mentioned that;even.drill and

practice programs -can.teach. with humor and encouragement.



In 1979, James D= eorge made the connection between

computers -an trrhetorica invention by stating that the action of,

heuristics is like that of a computer terminaLretrieving stored

information and generating naw ideas by-the_novel combinaLion:.of

previous propositions. But veither Nold norrDeGeorge site any '

experimental research to support their speculations.

To date'the only experimental research linkingscomOuter'd

and heuristics has been,Bugh Burns' "Stimulating rhetorical

invention in English composition through cohputer-assisted

instruction" (1979), done at the University of Texas at Austin.

' The experiment was of a pre-test/post-test coritkorsgroup design

using 69 volunteer student-subjects from for sections of an

upper level English Compbsition course. The foOr sections were'

. each given-two hours,of-Jecture by the experimenter .concerning

their-assigned heuristic strategy.. The three experimental groups

learned either. Aristotle's tdpok,the tagmemic heuristic, or-the
. ,

Pentad, while the.control group' as given a:probleffi=solving

lecture.concerning preparation, incub on, illumination and

verification,,prObably deriyocYfrom Piolanyi (1958). The the

experimental groups were also given practice time on the computer

to familiari e themselves with'the computer commands slid keyboard'

functions. 09st-test was administered the week fol-lowing:the

leCtures consisting of a-thirty'.dinute test durling which :the

subjects were to generate ideas for:a'paper usilg their'ssined
4

'-heUristic. The experimental groups were told that'in responding
0 ,

to the computer, "if you think it, type it" (p. 11)'. Thercontrol
,.

group was directed "to list any and all ideas they had about the



topic of their research' p r" with a similar command-,,-"if you

think it, write it" (p. 11). !Thus encouragement to write was

computer-generated for the experimental groups and,self-generated
, -,

e
0

_.

fpr the pontxol grollip.
.

---
s. .

SomJ of Burns' findihgware quite general: noting that

'student's had a positive attitude toward heuristics and

computer-assisted instruction and that many students demonstrated

a sustained use of the computer for the thiry minute testing

time But some of.Burns' other findings merit fhrther scrutiny

and d s ssion. Burns reports that all three experimental
i\

"co ter" groups showed statistically significant gains in the
,

quantity of ideas produced while the control group, the'

/

"traditiopa4" group, showed a decrease. Yet this finding-is not

as striking as it appears to be\5,t first. A closer examination

of, Burns' conclusions-11---in_order. The pre-test given all four

groups directed them to list ideas fdr-a,topic in fifteen minutes

and then the resulting idea'count was doubled---koscoMparison with

the thirty minute. post-test. In the post-test situation-each of

the experimental groupsogas given systematic heuristic quest on?-

to answer which, not surp.rising1T, prodiiced &statistically

significant "increase ip ideas, TO control gtOup, on the other

hand, was'-given the same pre, est directions but twice ,the,
, .

pre-test time to list ideas. Burns cOnclhdes that the control

group "interestingly . ...,(did)' not even double the ideas they;.

were able to write!.in the fifteen7minute eXerciSe)-(p..:18). Butj:
4!

what,these findings ,actuAlly seem to indicate= is that the

systematic heurstios used in:the post-test are better

43"



quantitative generators "of-ideas than unsystematic heuristics

(which is what all four groups used: .in the pre -test and the

control group used in the post). .Therefore what Butns really

finds isthat, in a r,thirty minute period, compute-agssisted

systematic' heuristics -generate a greater quantitY_ofAdeas than-
.l

traditional urisystematic heuristic .* e importantly, it might
1

be concluded-froM Burns' study that unsystematic heuristics, such

as idea - -listing and'' by their very nature, do not

geherate ideas as'a,function of time; that is, the numberof

_

ideas produced does not. necessarily increase with more time. In

fact, Peter Elbow (1973) seems to find ten minutes as a

comfortable.timo.period, with twenty minut s as,a maximum, for

his unsystematic heOrsitic, free writing._ nd therefore, it is

-not enough to merely count the neimber of ideas produced, where
, .--_

.

systematic heuristics have the advantage, but there must be some

compensation. for the ,quality of the ideas, as perhaps

demonstrated by t e w.mber which are actually used in, the

writing.. Regretfully, Burns never looked at the resulting piece

4 of_writing,

B6rns also finds that "the CAI-invention treatments made

.these t ee experimental groups more alike
i

with respect to
)

----

their colf ctive insightfulness, comprehensiveness, intellectual

:ability an ,overall qualitative pgrformanCe" (p. 22) . Perhaps .

the reason these threeiroups became more alike is due to the
;

similarity o\f the heuriatic--each of the heuristics could be

categorized as a systematic heuristic, as defined in this

study--and not to the use of CAI.

14
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Buint also points to the elaboration of answers to

nOn-data.Conditioned questions in t e 'feud tics 'and Temark,

-"the topoigroilpt.4post easily Often, 0 th r answeds" whiff,,; "the

pentad group did not.greatly elabOrat their initial remarks".(p.
I

16).,fihiS-finding would Seem-conS.itent with the. nature .of the

heuriptiCs involved rather thanrthe use of compUter7assisted

instruction: the questions asked by the topoi system would

require more by way of response/than the pentad questions.which

only ask answers to questionlksuch as "who" or "what."

Indeed, Burns admits that the study never ',addresses the

questiOn of whether or\ not the use of CAI to stimulate rhetorical

invention "actually helps writers write" (p. 27). Burns admits

that the "gains experienced by the three heuristic groups in

- quantity and_qualitY of traw_material! did not -significantly

'carry over to the 'arrafigeMene phases".(p..25) where the control..

.

group actually ranked better than the tagmemic or .pentad groups --
:A "I

in the compoSititon plan quality rating. HThere was no analysis
- ,..

_
' I

of a final written product produced frAm any..of these heuristic
) ,, 1

exercises.

Burns concludes that if emains to be decided "whether

or not-these CAI modules stimulate 'invention as well as (or

better than) current instruction in invention".and "whether they

effectively supplement current invention instruction". (p. 27).

My study will malce some attempt to alswer the first question by

comparing CAI instruction in invention with traditional classroom

invention instruction..: Further; my study makes the important

distinction between the two types of! heuristics, systematic and



'unsystematic which Burns used as his'experimental .andcontrol

groups: Finally my stud will look at the.guility,of the ideas

.produced by measuring the proportion of ideas Used in the actual

writing Which were produced in .the heuristic exercises.

Helen Schwartz,(1982b) conducted an experimeht. comparing

in-class essays produced by a small group of students° (n = 40)

using a heuristic computer program matched against

number of^etudents! essays produced without bepefit of the

Computer program. The computer prograui employed in this study

was one. specifically developed by Schwartz to analyze a literary

/charaCter. 'AlthoUgh,the essays prOduced-bY 'the computer o.

were not statistically different, Schwartz says that the CAI

never seemed to harm the students' writings, that the,computer

group wrote long* and more detailed essays, and that marginal

students dia improve. However, Schwarti, like Burns, fails to

consider certain aspects of'hii-experiment:.she does not consider

why the longer and more detail d essays produced by the CAI group

were,not gual at vely "better" essays; she does not consider the

novelty, effect for the computer group, that, the attraction of a

new tool will entice some students, perhaps those chqttirterizd

as marginal, to try harder and work longer; she does not consider

the effect, of the additional time/instruction afforded the

computer' group; and, she does not 'consider the reliability of her

measurement of improvement in writing, the grades the- essays

received from her alone. .

4

Schwartz is presently integrating her CAI invention

program into a more. complete interactive composing program'which
, .



she refers to as MARSYEBB--MentOr'and Recorder for the System- and

Electronic BulletIn Board (419._826),In_another_paper (1982b); she
e

.explains that this program combines lo1O computer work on an
.4

interactivelleuristic, described earlier,' with network computing,

as advocated -by Thomas* Dwyer (1980) . Schwartz xs now calling her
a

program SEEN--Seeing Ey, Elephant Network (1982b; 19,83), but it

still contains 'the solo and network modes used in her MARSYE

The network aspect, the Electronic Bulletin Boar is

Schwartzl-S real contribution to'CAI and to writing instruction..

Through, the Electronic Bulletin Board, other users classmates

and/or teachers, can read what has'been written and leave a note

or ask'a question, as in .a real dialogue.

A major problem with Schwartz's heuristic is that it is

\discipline specific (the literary analysis of a fictional

character). Lauer_ (1979) -cautionsthat-----heur-ist-ic-should be

transcendent: its operations and questions should transcend.the

'subject rather' than arise from it. After all, tba trick of

intellectual inquiry is to learn-what questions to ask (Emig,_

1982a),;'and, if the work ofirplying the heuristic to the

discipline is done by the-computer programmer, then theyorth of

the -heuristic is restricted and its success pr failure must be

attributed to. the combined effoits, of programmer, and User. Burns
_ ,

and Culp (1980-conclude.that.a major probleM in adapting

rhetorical invention to' CAI is- to find-:".howto shift the. entire

burden of .Content to theuser and till make 'the, inqu.ry'

representative of how the human mind work8 when inventing" (p.

6).



Mt Present .Study

I'd like to conclOde describing the study I'm

presently involved,in..My,study empl yes a 2 xa2 factorial design

with the .independent variables being: he mode of'instruction

Jcomputer-asSisted or*traditio.clas room) and the type of

heuristic (systemator unsystematic and the dependent

variables being the difference betw en the quantity of ideas

generated,. measured by the number produced and the number used in

the subsequent writing, on a pre instruction versus post

instruction eValuation.and%the difference in holistic quality of
:

the writing produced on a pre.instruction versus post instruction

dvaluation.

Each of the four groups ave been given two houis of

instruction concerning computer-literacy in general end training

in the operation of the computer and its keyboard functions.

During the following-class the groups received instruction in

their designated type of heuristic, systematic or. unsystematic,

and have been directed to use this heuristic at the beginning of

each writing assignment.

The computer programs for the'study were written by

myself but are based on our present upderstand,ing of,rhetorical

invention. The systematic CAI heuristic examines an item/event

by aski7i questions about dekinition (change, sequence, and

context),
if

ntext), classificition, illustration, and compariso and

contrast (including analogy). The unsystematic CAI heUristic,

-based on Elbow's (1973T-technique, involves free writi g about a



subject for a short. period. (five minutes at- first)' and then

reading the free writing to_find_a_central_focus_jcenter_of.

gravity in ElbOW's terms). This center then becomes the subject
, r

for another free writing. The cycle of writingvand synthesis

then continues according to the writer's inclinations.

The traditional heuristics will be the same as thOse

used for the I programs and will be presented as handouts with

the appropriate questions/directions.

. The 'students in the computer groups will receive

computer printouts of their Wo'r'k. to serve as aids for their

subsequent writing draftt.- The students in the tradition,p1

groups will have available their handout sheets, containing

directions for their heurigtic.and space for completion of the

I.

exercise. The students will use 'the heuristic exercises for each
.

,

f their writings__ throughout the semester and the instructors

will check.that the heuristic exercise was completed when

Conferencing with the students about their writings. Thus when
A

the heuristics are collect&d with the writings, it will be in

keeping with the normal Classroom practice.

I hope that my study will show that CAI employed during

the invention stage of writinq not only actually helps writers

-Write but that-CA; using ' systematic heuristios will prove to be

the most beneficial combination.



COMMON QUESTIONS ABOUT COMPUTERS

(

.

Q.,' Can computers think? , .

_

-A-.--Computers -heve-been-CAllethitiking machines" but whether-or
not they: ctUally think depends on what we mean by thinking..
Computers can think if by thinking we mean the acquisition Of new
nowledg , the integratiOn.of that knowledge. with what was411.k

peevipUsly known, and the manipulation of,old-and new,knowledge.
Though in fairness thinking probably involves more than that.

; j
Q. Does .a-' computer: think in words and sentences or mathand- :
formulas ?. -,:---:---------
A. The 'smallest bit 'of information, which Ae-4-efill meaningful,, is

n or off.. Mathematical' .'' c an be represented by a binary
something which can be 'represented s yes or no,.true.or false,
b
digit, either 1 or 0. 'This'little piece of informationjscalled
d bit (short for binary digit) . A.. bi-t by itself is not :very
:usefulHbutj-when-We-put eight-bits-together, we-have-a-bvte-i--whicM ,-

can 'now represent .256 different combinations.... Anyone knowing
probability theory canfigdpre all the combinations from.00000000
to 1.1111111.' Each of those 256 combinations represents, an
individUal loCation in the computer's memory and the combination
of two bytes produCes 65,536 locations. In "computer talk" this
is 64 K.bytes of memory (K= 1024. bytes)'.

. . . ..

.Q. DO computers have Memories? s
-.. .

A. Computers have. two types of, memory: permanent and working....
turnThe dompUter's'permanent memory.tells it what to do when we e-turn

it on, whatall the electronic 1/0'sWitches 'mean,: and howHto -

relate to ipeeipheral'connections The permanent memoryie_ca],led__
_ROM (read only memory-) in-"computer7talk"TbeCause it can:onlyfie,
read, it cannot. be manipulated or erased. The.computet also has a
working-,memory which alloWs us to make calculations'andrun
pro:grams. The working memory is called RAM (random access
memory) b cause not only.can it be read' but it can also be
Written to.
series of lectronic l's. and O's,'' win 13. erased as soon as the

Working, memory, because itkis nothing-more than a

power gets-tuened off. To preserve.wOrk done'in working memory,
thejnformatibn .must be transferred to some external storage
area: a hard disk-:(which looks:like,What Tupperware might design
T.to-hold--e-pizia-)Ti--a-tioppy-disk-.---(which,--looks--1-ikea----square 45
,recordyt.or a cassette .tape (which'has electronic beeps instead
bf.A.fichael Jackson). The disk'drive should never be'opened and
tne.diak should-never be removed When the red light is.on becapse

.,

valuable information could be lost.'And if-fhe the poweriS
turned .off before the work, is' stored on' the disk, it is.gohe
forever.:-Computer disks are very senditive:.they_ehould never be
exposed to heat. or humidity; they. ,should never befbent or have
anything stored on top of them; they sh6uld only,be handled by,

,the paper cover.
;

. , .

2



Q. Why does a omputer look like a typewriter? ,,-..
A. Most comput \r kefyboards are, set., up to resdieble ..a,} typewriter
keyboard, with `some extra' function keys, and the shift -key is

' needed to get certain characters, buts the s4.milarity ends there.
A typewriter works by striking a metal relief character against
an inked surface,;\ the computer' NOnitors the keyboard and when aletter is "hit" by,, the...tyPist the computer senses that the
switch has been thrown -(from off to on) at that, 1,ocatibn. This
can be accomplished\ with. touch-sens.tive membranes1 (1,1k.-# those on

', the Timex. computers on sale at the 'supermarket) but Qin slow and
-clumsy fingers seem to . work.- mo e accurately with a

\,typewriter-style keyboard to press; -,

4. What are' all thoSe other things 'hooked up tq the computer?
A. Basipally, they. are \input or output mechanisms. The keyboard
is an--/input deviceallot-zing us- to send information in to the
computer . The television screen (actually a monitorit--.on-ry---
gets one channel) is an' output 'deviceallowing the computer to
send information out to us. -The printer works like the monitor,
except it produces a permanent> "hard" copy (one we can take home
with us) . The disk-operating system is both input 'and outputit .
can enter. information from the disk storage area into working
memory and it can accept information to. be stored from working
memory. Some computers come with a joystick or a paddle, an
input device to do what a group of keys on the keyboard do while
giving that arcade feeling. Some computer's can even talk on the
telephone: messages are received and eransmitted in much the same
way that those touch-tone phones can dial numbers.
Q. How come there are some many types of computers and why can't
one system run on another b;rand of 'computer?
A. ,Quite frankly., there ' s'too much money' to be made by each
company. Imagine if the only records you could play on your
stereo were those manufactured.by the stereo maker. Howevegy, the
languages used are similar enough to. be understandable once the

'specialized needs and requirements ,of any particular system are
considered. The standard languag_e for_smalr home -and busdness
computers is called BASIC and each computer 's' ve'tgion of., BASIC
could be considered a regional, dialect.
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